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ABSTRACT

Building 776/777 is a large two-story structure used in the processing and
decontamination of radioactively contaminated materials, tools, and
equipment. Originally constructed in the 1950s, the building has been
expanded several times and, following a major fire, was provided with a
second structural roof to enclose the building envelope.

Overall building dimensions are approximately 300 by 600 feet. It uses
steel-frame construction with partially restrained joints for transverse
moment resistance and diagonal braces for longitudinal stability. The
second floor is a formed slab on steel framing, and the roof is a metal deck
system. Exterior enclosures include poorly reinforced concrete-block
masonry and cement-asbestos siding. Rigid concrete elements, forming
vaults for materials with high radiation hazard, are present in some areas.
The building was previously identified as having low resistance to both
seismic and high-wind/tornado loads.

A structural seismic upgrade was designed for the building, according to
the provisions of U.S. Department of Energy criteria document UCRL-15910,
for high-hazard facilities. This design is intended to prevent substantial
breach of the building envelope. The design supplements the lateral
capacity of the existing semirigid steel frames with a series of steel buttress
frames and exterior drag elements. This feature minimizes the extent of
construction wimin secure and hazardous areas of the building but induces
significant thermal stresses. Unique aspects of the design include provision
for thermal relief as well as development of strengthening and anchorage of
masonry walls mat can accommodate large expected inelastic building
drifts.

This design illustrates the Department of Energy's newiy adopted criteria, as
applied to existing structures. It also indicates methods that may be used
for strengthening hazardous and sensitive structures without significant
work within the building envelope.
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INTRODUCTION

Building 7/6/77? is a large two-story structure
used in the processing and decontamination of
radioactively contaminated materials, tools, and
equipment. Originally constructed in the 1950s,
the building has been expanded several times.
According to the criteria of Department of Energy
UCRL-15910 [1], Building 776/777 falls under the
"high hazard" facility use category. As such, the
upgrade design used a dynamic analysis with
appropriate inelastic action factors.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE

Overall building dimensions are about 300 by
600 feet. The structure, shown in isometric view
in Figure 1, may be divided into two primary
areas; Building 776 is a two-story area, and
Building 777 is a single-story area. There is no
sharp dividing line between the two areas.
Differentiation as to where the boundary lies is

based on area function, and has remained fluid
over the life of the facility.

Building 776/777 is of steel-frame construction,
with some poorly reinforced infill masonry
exterior walls and interior partitions. The second
floor consists of a reinforced concrete slab
supported by steel framing. The second-floor
heights of some additions made to the structure
do not match the height of the original building.
Following a major fire, the building was provided
with a second structural roof to enclose the
building envelope, located about 6 feet above the
original roof structure.

The old roof structure consists of metal deck
with insulating concrete fill supported by steel
framing. The new roof structure consists of bare
metal decking, with built-up roofing, supported
by steel framing. Columns are supported by
spread footings. The construction of the exterior
walls varies. The original structure and most of

Fip"re 1: Exterior Structural Upgrade, Building 776/777, Rocky Flats Plant
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the early addition areas are clad in cement-
asbestos (transite) siding attached to a steel girt
system. Later additions used non-load-bearing
concrete unit masonry (block) walls, reinforced
concrete walls, and corrugated steel siding.

Building 776/777 was previously identified as
having low resistance to both seismic and high-
wind /tornado loads. In the transverse direction,
the existing lateral-force-resisting system consists
of moment-resisting frames with partially
restrained (semirigid) joints at the second and old
(low) roof levels, and rigid moment connections at
the new (high) roof levels. Tension bracing
provides stability in the longitudinal direction.

Strength and Weakness of the Existing Structure

The transverse lateral system of the main
portion of the building between lines A and L has
an acceptable level of strength due to its moment-
resisting frames, but is very flexible as determined
by previous studies [2,3]. The studies showed
story drifts to be excessive, especially given the
brittle nature of the siding materials. In a design
basis event (DBE) earthquake, breaching is to be
expected because of damage to the siding. The
difference in second-floor heights between the
original structure and some additions results in
mid-height bending of some columns in the
transverse moment frames. This effect
significantly overstresses these columns.

The longitudinal lateral system has very
limited capacity compared to die seismic loadings
specified in the design criteria. In addition, the
lateral capacity has been reduced by the removal
of a number of ths original bracing members.

The concrete masonry perimeter walls typically
have no reinforcement; others have nominal, light
ladder-type wire reinforcing. Attachment of the
walls to the structural frame is also nominal,
consisting of sheet metal or rod anchors
embedded between multiple courses.

The masonry walls have been found to possess
inadequate capacity to resist out-of-plane loads
resulting either from earthquake or strong-
wind/tornado effects. Despite their limited
structural capacities, these walls do provide
significant rigidity and would initially attempt to
resist a substantial portion of inertial or piessure-

induced lateral loads. Since (lie walls also have
low in-plane capacities, such action was judged
likely to result in extensive damage to both the
walls and attached diaphragms, with the potential
for substantial breach of the building envelope.

Further breach of the building envelope was
judged feasible as a result of drift-induced failure
of the attachments for cement-asbestos siding
panels in some portions of the building. Similar
failures have bi en observed in past earthquakes
including the 1984 Coalinga, California,
Earthquake.

SEISMIC UPGRADE DESIGN

A number of studies have been performed to
determine the most effective method of
strengthening Building 776/777 for seismic loads.
Previous strengthening proposals focused on
traditional design approaches. A Title II design
completed by EQE in 1988 proposed the
installation of new steel bracing and concrete
walls at locations throughout the interior of ths
structure. In that design, selected semirigid
moment connections were strengthened with the
addition of stiffener plates, and floor and roof
members acting as collectors were also
strengthened. Additional bracing was proposed
along select perimeter building locations, and
portions of the existing roof diaphragm were to be
strengthened using rod-type X-bracing. Finally,
steel strongbacks were proposed to reinforce the
existing exterior masonry walls.

This proposed work would have had a
substantial effect on the mechanical, electrical,
and architectural systems within the building.
The work would have required relocation of
piping, ducts, and interior partitions. Further,
extensive construction work within secure areas
of the building and in locations with high levels of
radiation hazard would have been required.
Finally, it was judged that the proposed
reinforcement of die existing semirigid moment
connections would have been extremely difficult
to accomplish.

With the publication of the draft of UCRL-
15910, Design and Evaluation Guidelines for
Department of Energy Facilities Subjected to Natural
Phenomena Hazards in 1989, the opportunity was
taken to reevaluate the seismic upgrade design, in
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light of the latest Department of Energy
guidelines. At the same time, design options were
explored that would reduce construction costs by
minimising the level of interferenc e with ongoing
operations and reducing the extent of construction
within secure and hazardous areas of the
building.

Comparison of Design Criteria in Accordance
with UCRL-15910and Previous Department of
Energy Design Criteria

The Title II seismic upgrade design completed
by EQE in 1988 was based upon criteria prepared
by the Facilities Engineering staff at the Rocky
Flats plant in 1985 [4], The design requirements
outlined a two-part approach for the upgrade
design and analysis. Initially, an equivalent static
analysis was performed, in accordance with the
static lateral-force procedure of ihe 1985 Uniform
Building Code (UBC) [5], using a »Importance
Factor 1^2,0, and a minimum base shear of 0.28g.
A vertical force equal to two-thirds of the
horizontal seismic load was applied
simultaneously- Load combinations were those
required in the 1985 UBC, and either working
stress or strength design (using appropriate load
factors) was permitted for element design.

The second part of the procedure required a
dynamic analysis that realistically models the
physical properties of the building structural
elements. The purpose of this analysis was to
verify that the critical structural elements and
systems were capable of withstanding the DBE
without sustaining structural failure or loss of
confinement.

The guidelines set forth in UCRL-15910
represent a substantial refinement of die seismic
design process. The design approach outlined in
UCRL-15910 is also a two-step process. It starts
with a static analysis of the structure, in
accordance with the 1988 UBC [6], using an
Importance Factor 1=2.0. The peak ground
acceleration, Z, is taken consistent with hazard
exceedance probabilities of ZxlO"4. For Building
776/777, the value for Z used in the design was
0.21g.

The second portion of the revised seismic
design procedure is an elastic dynamic analysis,
limited inelastic behavior is permitted, provided

that the structure is appropriately detailed or
there are redundant load paths. Structural
member capacities are evaluated using UPC
ultimate or yield values, with strength reduction
factors, <)>, equal to unity. Story drift is limited to
0.010, unless it can be demonstrated that the
performance of bom the structural and
nonstructural elements will be acceptable at
higher drift levels.

The UCRL-15910 criteria permit existing
structures that provide 80% of the specified
strength to be accepted. Building 776/777
satisfied this limit in the transverse but not the
longitudinal direction. Consideration was given
to upgrading the transverse system only. This
was eventually rejected due to the large drifts
expected.

Table 1 compares the original static design
criteria with that developed using UCRL-15910.
The adoption of the new criteria resulted in a
substantial reduction in the static lateral-force
levels, due to consideration of the somewhat
reduced spectral demands on flexible structures
and the use of a structural quality factor, Rw.

Table 1
Static Base Shears

Static Design Force
Origin*! Upgrad*

Longitudinal Direction

Transverse Direction

1986
Criteria

0.28g

0.28g

UCRL-
15910

0.14g

0.11g

EXTERIOR UPGRADE SCHEME

While the reduction of die static lateral base
shears specified by UCRL-15910 would translate
into substantial construction savings by itself, it
was obvious that substantial additional cost
savings could be realized by minimizing
construction work performed inside of the
building, especially in hot and secure areas.

A new seismic strengthening scheme was
proposed, in which the bulk of the work would be
done outside die building envelope. Such an
approach would limit the impact of the seismic
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strengthening on architectural, mechanical, and
electrical systems. Further, there would be a
direct cost savings associated with work
performed outside the building, which is
relatively free from the many health physics
restraints. Work outside the building could also
be competitively bid on a fixed-fee basis. Work
performed within the building is typically
ySV^ilpd on a cost-plus-fixed-fee basis, using
the limited available pool of secure contractor
personnel. Finally, the likelihood of encountering
unexpected conditions that might result in
additional work and expense would be
minimized.

EQE completed a second Title H design in
January 1990, using these criteria. This upgrade
design both strengthens the existing structure and
limits the lateral seismic drifts. Most of the work
is accomplished from the exterior of the building,
and intrusions through the outer shell are limited.
Although the design is intended to address only

seismic concerns, as opposed to high-
wind/tornado deficiencies, it includes specific
provisions that will accommodate future
strengthening for these effects.

Exterior Moment Frames

In order to minimize the amount of work
performed within the building, as much of the
new lateral-force-resisting system as possible was
located outside the building envelope. The
primary load-carrying systems for this exterior
upgrade are groups of ductile steel moment-
resisting frames, which buttress Building 776/77/.
New moment-resisting frames are added along
the west side of the building, along the central
east side, along the south side, and along the
northeast side (Figure 2). These frames are tied
into the existing structure at the upper roof, from
above, with systems of roof collectors comprising
steel wide-flange stub columns over existing
columns and tube steel collectors, which drag
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Exterior Structural Upgrade, Building 776/777, Rocky Flats Pkiit
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load back t.; the new frames. The new frames on
the west side of the building are also tied into the
structure at the second-floor level. Inside the
structure, at the second level, existing beam-
column connections are locally reinforced in the
western portion of the building in order to
enhance collector action.

Ductile steel moment-resisting frames were
selected for the buttress system for a number of
reasons, including ease of construction, access to
*he perimeter of the building, as well as high
ductility and reliable performance in the inelastic
range. In addition, the relative flexibility of the
steel moment frames was used to an advantage.
Tlits relatively flexible lateral-force-resisting
system has a lower expected response in the DBE
than do more rigid systems, with a concurrent
reduction in seismic demands on existing
elements of the building. In the transverse
direction the new buttress frames work in
conjunction with the existing semirigid steel
frames, providing drift control, additional lateral
capacity', and higher overall ductility, while taking
advantage of the appreciable strength of the
existing frames. In the east-west direction, new
exterior moment frames are designed to resist all
of the seismic forces. The steel buttresses are
supported by drilled-in-place reinforced concrete
piers extending into bedrock.

Because of access requirements and other
interferences around the perimeter of the
structure, it was not possible to locate the frames
in optimum locations. The southeast comer of the
building posed especially difficult problems. The
rooftop collector system was designed to mitigate
the effects of the less-than-oprimum buttress
placement in this area.

Lateral-force Collector System

A system of lateral-force collectors was
designed to deliver lateral loads to the buttress
frames. The design of this system presented
several challenges. A 100° temperature change on
the longest of the collectors (over 330 feet) would
result in a change of length of over 2.5 inches. To
accommodate the thermal movement of the
collectors as well as movement of the roof
structure at expansion joints, a system of
hydraulic thermal snubbers was specified. These
snubbers resist short-duration loads (such as

experienced during strong ground motion), while
allowing for slow thermal movements of the
collector system and roof structure.

Analytical Model

The structure was modeled using SAP90, a
three-dimensional elastic structural analysis
program. The model was configured to capture
the overall behavior of the structure. Virtually
every framing member that contributes to die
lateral resistance of the building was included in
the model.

Because the existing transverse semirigid
connected moment frames provide substantial
strength and rigidity, it was necessary to include
them in the analytical model. However, the
behavior of this connection type is highly
nonlinear, and a considerable amount of beam
rotation at the connection is associated with the
development of beam end moments (Figure 3).
Based upon work done by Youssef-Agha et al. [7],
a bilinear moment-rotation relationship was
developed for each semirigid joint. Ushig
substructuring techniques, reduced stiffnesses for
moment-frame beams were developed, which
account for the joint moment-rotation
relationships. The secant modulus of the joint
moment-rotation curve at the expected
displacement levels was used as the joint stiffness.
This approach is valid, providing that the
connection remains elastic under the imposed
loads.
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Figure 3: Ductility for Semi-rigid Connected Beam

An elastic response spectrum analysis was
performed. Dynamic base shears and story drifts
are summarized in Table 2. A review of the
output data indicates that the assumption that the
semirigid joints remain elastic is valid. In
addition, the predicted demands are only slightly
in excess of the static case used in initial design,
confirming the limited inelastic demand on the
structure.

Table 2
Dynamic Base Shears and Story Drifts

Exterior Option
Sesporoe Spectrum

Analysis

Longitudinal Direction

Transverse Direction

B«*
Shear

0.2Gg

0.15g

Story Drift
Ratio

0.008

0.007

While the results of the dynamic analysis
indicate that the story drifts of the strengthened
structure are within the recommended drift ratio
limit of 0.010, the brittle nature of the existing
building envelope required modification to
tolerate the expected lateral displacements.

EXTERIOR CLADDING UPGRADE

The masonry walls around much of the
building perimeter presented a peculiar challenge.
Of inadequate strength to resist out-of-plane loads
for either wind or earthquake, they required
bracing back to the building. However, since the
walls are substantially more rigid than the flexible
steel building frame, precautions were required to
ensure that substantial in-plane lateral forces
would not be transferred to the walls.

The final design solution incorporated a system
of vertical steel girts or strongbacks and
horizontal steel track beams. The vertical girts
were mounted directly to the exterior face of the
masonry walls using screen rube-type adhesive
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anchors. The tops and bottoms of the girts were
confined with a series of horizontal track beams,
which were attached directly to the building
columns. The girts derive vertical support from
the walls while providing out-of-plane stiffening.
The horizontal track beams prevent out-of-plane
movement of the girts while allowing relative
movement between the frame and wall. To
complete the system (shown schematically in
Figure 4), existing nominal attachments between
the wall and structural framing were cut.

An important feature of this design is that out-
of-plane loads are controlled by wind rather than
seismic effects. The system was designed to
withstand the full high-wind loading; however,
alternate girts, not required for seismic resistance,
were omitted as part of the current contract.
These omitted girts can easily be added to the
system as part of a later high-wind upgrade.

The cement-asbestos siding on portions of the
exterior wall was found to be adequate for seismic

inertial loads but not for the expected drifts.
Observation of damage to this material in past
earthquakes indicates that under high imposed
drifts, the brittle panel edges tend to break at
fasteners, allowing the panels to shear off the
structure. Existing attachment of the siding was
modified using oversized holes and rubber
bushings to accommodate the expected drift
without failure of the panels.

SUMMARY

The exterior upgrade design meets all of the
UCRL-15910 seismic criteria for high-hazard
structures. It does this with minimal intrusion
into secure and potentially hazardous working
spaces contained within the building. The
capacities of existing lateral-load-resisting
elements continue to be used, while supplemental
systems are provided to control demands on these
elements.

Steel columns behind

Brackets oft columns
through pocket in wall

Track beams,
independent of wall

Masonry wall

Strongbacks, supported by wall,
guided by track beams

Wall Reinforcement Detail
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Several aspects of this design may be
applicable to other structures. The semirigid
moment-resistant connections of the original
frame are common to many steel structures.
These connections were found to have substantial
capacity and ductility, but to be quite flexible. If
supplemental elements are provided to reduce the
resulting building drifts, these existing
connections can be relied upon to resist
substantial portions of the total lateral demand on
the structure.

It is possible to develop bracing details for
brittle nonstructural walls of existing buildings
that can accommodate the drifts inherent in
flexible structures. The sliding system of vertical
girls and horizontal track beams appears to be an
effective way of accomplishing this.

Industrial structures can be economically
braced from outside the building shell, with
minimal impact to ongoing operations. However,
provision must be made for thermal effects on
long collector elements that are exposed to
ambient conditions. The hydraulic devices of the
proposed design can be an effective method of
handling this problem.
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